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GET DEALS
IN YOUR INBOX

EARN CASH
FOR YOUR SCHOOL

ASK US ABOUT
OUR SPECIAL FLEET PRICING

SUBMIT

First Name

Email Address

Last Name

GET DEALS
IN YOUR INBOX

Sign up for amazing 
carwash discounts and 
great special offers and 
save all year!

Add Multiple Cars & Save $5 On Each Vehicle!

SAVE WITH

OUR UNLIMITED MONTHLY WASH PLAN

GET
YOURS
NOW

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT
Wiki Wiki Car Wash is Charlotte's favorite place and way to wash your cars.

GREAT VALUE
The best wash for

the best price!

QUALITY PRODUCTS
We use the best protective 

finishes in the industry!

FREE VACUUMS
Never have to look for

quarters again!

IN & OUT QUICKLY
Cruise through in only

3 minutes!

NO TIPPING -  EVER!
We are happy to provide our 

personal services for free!

Learn More

WALL OF FAMEWALL OF FAME

Ferrari 550 MaranelloFerrari 550 Maranello

LAVA ME!LAVA ME!

FUNDRAISING CONTACTTHE WIKI WAY CARWASH PACKAGESGO GREEN

OPEN RAIN OR SHINE
8am - 8pm

7 DAYS A WEEK

SOUTHEND
1036 TYVOLA ROAD
Charlotte, NC 28217

704-527-4450

UNIVERSITY
7910 N TRYON ST
Charlotte, NC 28262

704-594-9555

QUICKIE WHEEL
DEAL

THE
WORKS

WAX &
SHINE

CARWASH PRODUCTS

WEATHER
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AN ECO-FRIENDLY QUEEN CITY CAR WASH

EXTRAS GO GREEN

Wiki Wiki, which means “quick quick” in Hawaiian, offers 
Charlotte drivers the best value in cleaning, maintaining and 

protecting their vehicles inside and out.  

A tremendous amount of state-of-the-art and eco-friendly design went into the 
planning and construction of our car wash. We use sophisticated, automated kiosks 

that quickly guide customers through a menu of car wash packages and options.

AUTOMATED TECHNOLOGY

PERSONALIZED SERVICE

A tremendous amount of state-of-the-art and eco-friendly design 
went into the planning and construction of our car wash. We use 
sophisticated, automated kiosks that quickly guide customers through 
a menu of car wash packages and options.

EARTH-FRIENDLY PRODUCTS
As your car glides smoothly through our automated tunnel, a series 
of eco-friendly, phosphate-free, biodegradable detergents are applied 
to remove dirt, grime, mud and dust from your vehicle’s exterior.

Our car wash tunnel adapts to the size and shape of your vehicle, using 
different brushes and cloths to leave your vehicle shiny and spotless.

THE WIKI WAYTHE WIKI WAY

In only three minutes, Wiki Wiki provides you with an exceptional car wash that includes the precise application 
of protective finishes to your vehicle.  All of our car wash packages include an air-dry finish that safely dries your 

vehicle. Our Wiki Works package includes our unbelievable Buff-n-Dry technology that acts as a Virtual Hand 
Wipe, removing excess water without a single hand touching your car.

With numerous packages and products available to clean your vehicle 
quickly and safely, there’s no other way to wash your car than

The Wiki Way is the only way to wash your car.

OUR FAMOUS

CAR WASH TECHNOLOGY
3 MINUTE

SEE OUR PACKAGES
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QUICKIE

WHEEL
DEAL

THE
WORKS

WAX &
SHINE

PACKAGESPACKAGES
OUR FAMOUS

CAR WASH TECHNOLOGY
3 MINUTE

HEADLINE FOR CAR WASH DESCRIPTION
This paragraph will tell more about the car wash program and 

will explain that each level of wash is included with the 
larger packages. Maybe even a line about the FAST PASS.

 $5

 $10

 $15

 $20

SOFT CLOTH WASH
JET DRY
FREE VACUUMS
SPOT FREE RINSE      

Includes :

BUG PREP
UNDERCARRIAGE FLUSH
CLEAN RIMS
CLEAR COAT SEALANT
TIRE SHINE      

Quickie Plus...

TRIPLE POLISH
UV PROTECT
SUPER SCENT
RAINGUARD
BUFF & DRY     

Wheel Deal Plus...

ENHANCED LAVA PROTECTION
HOT WAX & SHINE

IT’S EVERYTHING
WE HAVE TO OFFER!     

The Works Plus...
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FIRST-RATE SERVICE & PRODUCTS

EXTRAS GO GREEN

At Wiki Wiki, we are on the cutting edge of car care. We pro-
vide only the industry's best products and services to ensure 

your vehicle is spotless inside and out. 

At Wiki Wiki, our four-step LAVA cleaning process gives your car a phenomenal shine and protection against the elements. 
We start with the LAVA Bath, covering your vehicle in a low pH foam. Next, the LAVA Shine adds an extra strength 

neutralizing foam. LAVA Seal applies a Hydropel pain sealant. This specialized product creates a deep and rich showroom 
shine that also protects. Finally, the LAVA Fall step introduces a sheet of cold water that rinses and curses the finish.

BUFF & DRY
Our Buff-n-Dry technology acts as a Virtual 

Hand Wipe, removing excess water without a 
single hand touching your car.

BUG PREP

Our Simoniz Hot Wax & Shine service applies Simoniz’s world-famous carnauba wax to your entire vehicle,
giving it that showroom shine without hand-waxing. Waxing your car regularly will extend the life and

value of your car while providing UV protection and protecting it from minor scratches.

A traditional hand wax can be expensive and time consuming, but thanks to this revolutionary product you can
achieve the same result in minutes with the push of a button. Carnauba wax is heated and sent through a bubblizer, 

cascading down over your entire vehicle. It is normal for a thin layer of wax to cover your windows during this process. 
Don’t worry – it doesn’t leave a noticeable film and is actually beneficial in repelling rain.

To ensure your vehicle has the ultimate care and protection, we recommend you wash and wax your ride
with our LAVA Clean and Simoniz Hot Wax & Shine products twice a month.

TIRE SHINE
Our in-bay automatic tire shiner adapts to the 

position of your tires with patented 
auto-aligning Floating Head Technology. The 

results are a consistent overall shine with 
minimal chemical use!

TRI-COLOR POLISH
UV PROTECTANT

This multi-colored foam polish is fortified 
with siliconized carnauba wax for shine, 

protection and polish with enhanced water 
beading. This Triple Polish UV Protect Polish 

is designed to maintain and preserve clear 
coat finishes and modern acrylic, metallic and 

enamel finishes. It also helps to protect the 
finish from harmful sunrays, acid rain and 

salts in the winter.

CLEAR COAT
SEALANT

The clear-coat surface of your car looks and 
feels perfectly smooth, but it isn’t. If you look 
at it under a microscope, you can see lots of 

tiny scratches, dents, and holes. Our clear coat 
sealant fills in these scratches and creates a 
smooth, even surface on top of your clear 
coat. Light will reflect evenly off this level

 surface to provide a nice shine!

RAIN GUARD
This rain repellent dramatically improves 

visibility and reduces the glare from 
headlights and streetlights. Rain Guard causes 

rain to bead up and roll right off of your 
vehicle’s windows. It also reduces the glare 

from headlights and streetlights and makes it 
easier to clear ice and snow off your 

windows.

While some car washes charge extra for this 
service, we do this for free with every wash. 
We think that every car should be clean and 

bug-free after a Wiki Wiki wash.

SUPER SCENT
We also provide a variety of Super Scents to 
eliminate unpleasant smells and odors from 
your vehicle. These long-lasting water based 

scents are made from only the finest and 
purest natural oils and extracts!

VENDING
We also offer many car care products in our 

vending machines. You can purchase 
microfiber towels, glass cleaners, and Armor 
All wipes to clean the inside of your vehicle. 
We also offer air fresheners to give your ride 

that new car smell! 

Remember those ancient, coin-operated car wash vacuum pumps? The days of 
wrestling with unwieldy hoses and ineffective nozzles are over! At Wiki Wiki, our 

state-of-the-art industrial vacuums are free to customers! These high-powered vacuum 
cleaners remove dust, dirt, hair, gravel, food crumbs and small trash quickly and easily, 

leaving the inside of your vehicle looking like new.

FREE VACUUMS!

EXTRASEXTRAS
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REDUCE. REUSE. RECYCLE.

EXTRAS GO GREEN

At Wiki Wiki, we recycle 85% of the water we use. Our 
water-recycling program minimizes the environmental impact 

that washing your car has on our ecosystem.

Technology Driven, Environmentally Focused

We use state-of-the-art water reclamation, recapturing and recycling 
technology to eliminate runoff. When you wash your car in the driveway, 
the runoff contains oils, lubricants, tar, heavy metals and microorganisms, 

which often end up in the soil or waterways.

Our facility collects this water and treats it with beneficial algae before 
recycling the water back into our washing system. We never use treated 

or reclaimed water to rinse your vehicle.

The typical home car wash can use up to

60 GALLONS OF WATER

TECHNOLOGY DRIVEN, ENVIRONMENTALLY FOCUSED

Our facility uses eco-friendly, phosphate-free, biodegradable detergents 
to ensure you have a quick, convenient car wash that cleans

your vehicle and protects the environment.

at Wiki Wiki Car Wash we use only a third of that.

We use state-of-the-art water reclamation, recapturing and recycling technology to eliminate 
runoff. When you wash your car in the driveway, the runoff contains oils, lubricants, tar, heavy 

metals and microorganisms, which often end up in the soil or waterways.

Our facility collects this water and treats it with beneficial algae before recycling the water 
back into our washing system. We never use treated or reclaimed water to rinse your vehicle.

Water is the world's most precious resource. Unfortunately, 
clean, safe drinking water is still scarce in the developing 
world. We take it for granted, but nearly one billion people 
don’t have access to clean water today.

The average person in the United States, on the other hand, 
uses between 100 and 175 gallons every day at home. At 
Wiki Wiki, we are committed to doing our part in conserving 
water and using eco-friendly products that don’t pollute 
local waterways. Our car wash uses only 30 gallons of 
water, and we recycle 85% of the water we use.

The Importance of Water Conservation

GO GREENGO GREEN



To get started, simply download our Fundraising Group Application and send it to
Wiki Wiki. Once your organization is approved, we’ll get in touch with more

information on how to make your fundraiser as successful as possible.

OUR FUNDRAISING PROGRAM IS SO EASY

WIKI WIKI COUPON DRIVE

3 SIMPLE STEPS
At Wiki Wiki Car Wash, we know that non-profit organizations rely heavily on fundraising

efforts to achieve their missions and goals. That’s why we offer our Wiki Wiki Coupon Drive,

a fundraising program that allows you to raise money for your organization and provide

contributors with an exceptional car wash from Wiki Wiki! When your fundraiser is over,

just return your unsold coupons along with your check!

Sell Wiki Wiki Fundraising 
Coupons for $20 each

Your organization keeps $10 
from every sale

Send check to Wiki Wiki 
when fundraiser is over

GET STARTED NOW

1 2 3

FEATURED ORGANIZATIONS

FUNDRAISING CONTACTTHE WIKI WAY CARWASH PACKAGESGO GREEN

EARN 50% FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION

YOU KEEP $10 PER SALE!

SELL AS MANY COUPONS AS YOU WANT!

CARWASH PRODUCTS

Your organization will receive 50% of the purchase price for each of the special fundraising
coupon card sold. These coupons are good for 2 LAVA Washes with Hot Wax and include tire shine,

rain repellent, Buff-n-Dry and access to vacuums. Sell each coupon card for $20, give us $10,
and your organization keeps the other $10! It’s a fantastic deal! You raise funds for your

organization and they save 50% on the cost of two car washes! Everybody wins!
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Our Wiki Wiki Car Wash attendant guides you into our car wash tunnel!

Wiki Wiki is currently looking for individuals who want to join our team of carwash professionals. 

We are a growing company and can provide opportunity for advancement to someone who strives 

for excellent customer service and training opportunities.

No previous car wash experience is necessary.

If you are interested in working for Wiki Wiki, please download our
Employment Application Form.

Once you've filled it out, please bring it to a manager at either of our two locations.
Your personal information is important to us and will not be shared

with anyone other than those responsible for hiring.

FUNDRAISING CONTACTTHE WIKI WAY CARWASH PACKAGESGO GREEN

SEND US A MESSAGE

CARWASH PRODUCTS

WE ARE ALWAYS HAPPY TO HEAR FROM OUR CUSTOMERS

Jimmy

FIRST NAME

Buffet

LAST NAME

Jimmy.buffet@email.com

EMAIL ADDRESS

SUBMIT YOUR MESSAGE

716-867-5309

PHONE NUMBER

Select your location

LOCATION

...

MESSAGE

CONTACTCONTACT
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